This article goes into the analysis of program executive path at length, performs a system of program executive path visualization, compares several aspects of different path coverage criteria and discusses the implementation of two specific, yet important, path combinations. In the end, it discusses briefly about the significance based on this system and further study.
Introduction
Program executive path is an important aspect of describing the syntax and semantics of a program. It not only reflects a program's static semantics, its whole status space and problem solving space determined by the set of program executive paths, but also reflects a program's dynamic semantics, its transforming flow of status space through the executing flow. Obviously, program executive path also has an essential role in the proof of program validation and program equivalence. At the same time, it is the basis of software testing, especially white box testing.
Therefore, analysis of program executive path is of special importance. Unfortunately, analyzing all the paths in a program is often impossible, since programs with loops may contain an infinite number of paths. Therefore, main energy should be spent on how to extract the best, if possible, subset of program paths, of which the features will be studied, as the substitute of whole path set. So that, how to select a considerate subset from whole path set, or in other words, how to decide a considerate path selection criteria, to achieve a high coverage and low cost, becomes a key point of the question.
Much work has been done in this field, and a number of criteria have been proposed during the years [5] [6] [7] [8] , including statement coverage, branch coverage, loop coverage and so on. And, they were compared in 3]. Also, Sipser pointed out that most of exhausting search belongs to NP problem in 12] . Specially, Chu raised several visual model of program executive path 10]. This paper is trying to introduce a system based on program directional graph (called directional graph or graph in the following, if no conflicts). In this system, program executive path can be visualized in a clear way, and so path subsets, featuring different properties and fulfilling different demands, can be generated easily. The advantage of this system includes: its clear visualization of program executive path, robustness of its algorithm and high independency of platform. Anyway, the implementing system is working on k&r C language. This paper also puts forwards a useful path selection criterion, and to make clear the advantage of our criterion, several criteria are compared briefly in Section 3. The conclusion and further research can be found in Section 5.
Construction of Directional Graph
Obviously, construction of directional graph is the basis of the system. Thus, we will go into it a little further. A directional graph is the visualization of a program. So, it must remain consistent in syntax and semantics of a program, or in clearer word, render original program's syntax and semantics without any distortion. For this system, the consistency can be described as following. If constructing process is seen as a mapping:
f must be reversible, that is, we can construct an equivalent program from the directional graph, although program literal may be a little different due to the implementing method. This is the fundamental rule of constructing directional graph and the premises of the algorithm's validity. Secondly, the graph itself should be intuitively easy to be understood, able to reveal the program meanings hidden in program text. This will promote the algorithm efficiency.
First, let's investigate a little energy in the observation of relations between neighboring statements. Wong divided a program into the sequence of basic blocks in 1]; Weyuker imported the term of disjoint block in 4]. Similarly, we first introduce the term of Independent Statement Block, ISB for short, and then try to explain how to construct a directional graph from a program, based on ISBs.
Independent statement block means that:
1. a statement or declaration or condition is a minor independent block; and 2. if the executing order of two minor independent blocks is of strict consequence, these two minor independent blocks can be combined into one minor independent block, where strict consequence means that in a program executive path, for neighboring minor independent blocks A and B, the status of A appearing before B and that of B appearing before A cannot be found at the same time; and, 3. if none of such minor independent blocks can be combined, each of them is called an independent statement block.
According to the above, we can easily divide a program into the sequence of ISBs. Let's go a little further into the executing order among ISBs. We may find that there are altogether four types of executing order, respectively sequential, selective, iterative and transferring order, corresponding to sequential structure, selective structure (including if structure and case structure), iterative structure (including while, do while and for structure) and transferring structure (including goto, break and continue structure).
The above structures' representation in directional graph is shown separately in Figure 1 . Now, let's move to the description of directional graph. To simplify the discussion, we here assume that a program is either a main program or a single module and has only one entry and one exit point. The directional graph of a program P is G(P) = (N E n s n f ), where N is a finite set of nodes, E N N, is the set of directional edges, n s 2 N is called the start node, and n f 2 N is called the end node. Each node in the graph, except the start node and the end node, represents an ISB in P; for distinct nodes m and n 2 N, (m n) 2 E called an edge, is legal if there is a possible executing transfer from the ISB represented by m, to the ISB represented by n, also we call node m a predecessor of n, and n Fig. 1 . The representation of different structures in a directional graph; respectively is sequential structure if structure, while structure, do while structure, for structure and case structure. Transferring structure is neglected here since its representation is similar to sequential structure. In the figure, represents a The graph defines the paths in a program. In G(P), a subpath is a sequence of nodes p = (n 1 n 2 n 3 : : : n p ) such that for all i, 1 i p,
path is a subpath whose first node is start node and last node is end node. A circle or a loop is a subpath whose first node is same as last node, representing to an iterative or transferring structure in the program.
As mentioned above, graph must represent the original program consistently and efficiently. So, in the implementing system, we assume: compound conditions not decomposed, declarations and statements not distinguished, function call seen as normal statement or expression, function definitions analyzed respectively in a file if it contains more than one function definitions, and included head files not parsed. Also, some blank nodes may be included during construction; yet, they have no impact on the control flow of a program. Two properties of a directional graph are stated below:
1. each node, except the dead node, in the graph normally has 1 or 2 successor nodes, each node has at least one predecessor node, but no maximal value; and 2. iterative and transferring structures cause the loops in the graph, which often mean backtracking in the search. Therefore the solving of loops is of great importance in the algorithm.
step0 initialize including adding a START node; generate it into a sub graph, goto step4; ELSE IF it is a step1 split the program of current layer through compound structure, enter inner layer, goto step1; statement/declaration/condition; step4 IF current layer ends, check whether there is outer step2 identify the type of current statement; layer to it; IF true, goto outer layer, goto step2; ELSE step3 IF it can be combined in a single node, combine goto step5; it, goto step4; ELSE IF it is a simple statement, step5 add END node, END. Before we move to discussing the details of the algorithm, one thing must be pointed out. One must confess that goto statement is not always a trouble causer in software, especially for programming of embedded systems. Sometimes, it is an efficient tool in programming. So, we deal with simple and easily understood goto statements, otherwise, we will give a warning message that it is difficult to construct such a directional graph. Now, it is time to focus on the algorithm itself. The basic idea is: seeking from the beginning of a program, judge the relations of neighboring statements. If they can be combined, combine them, otherwise, create a new node and set its links to other nodes, constructing corresponding subgraph. Seek and add nodes repeatedly, until it reaches the end of the program. Because programs are normally nested, graph generation is not done step by step along the program, but partitioned, needing backtracking. Or, in other words, because the syntax of a program is recursive, the algorithm is recursive. In Figure 2 the algorithm is shown in detail.
The example given in Figure 3 demonstrates the algorithm, which is also frequently used in the following discussion. This program fragment is originally used to compute the average value of an array of numbers. The corresponding mapping between nodes and statements is shown in the figure. The graph derived from Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4 . Loop coverage criterion is such a criterion that the path set must cover all the possible loops combinations at least once. In formal words, if a program has n loops, a path set P satisfies loop coverage criterion, if paths with t loops are executed at least once, where 1 t n. This criterion subsumes branch coverage criterion, which requires that each branch be covered in the set (if there is no loops/iterating or transferring structure, they are identical 
The whole time consumption is O(n 2 t ).
Since t is usually less than 20, and is also far less than n, such a scale is compatible. Similarly, under criterion 3, path number is P t t + P t;1 t + : : : + P 1 t + P 0 t . Obviously if t is moderately large, it is beyond a computer's ability.
In the end, summary of the comparison is shown in Table 1 .
Selection of Our Implementing System
The users of this system are designers of embedded systems, who hold a high view of program correctness, thus expecting to make the most of different test paths from different angles. So, we introduce strong loop coverage criterion, whose merits can be clearly seen from the comparison. Another reason is that, several estimable path sets can be extracted, based on strong loop coverage path set. With regard to combination exploding, the following should be done: for programs whose cyclomatic complexity is too high, for example, more than 20, a warning message will be given that it is possible to cause combination exploding; else if there are still too many potential paths, the user may specify a maximal path number or other limits to reduce the path number.
Implementation of the System
For comparison purpose, we implemented two path sets, based on two selection criteria. One set is Route Covering Combination, short for RCC, which is a path set, based on strong loop coverage criterion; the other one is Divergence Covering Combination, short for DCC, which is the smallest path set that covers all branches in a program. In fact, it is based on branch coverage criterion. In the system, we obtain paths of RCC first, and then select certain paths from RCC to build DRC.
Extraction of RCC
Brief of the algorithm is: from start node, search through the graph, using DFS (Depth First Search), storing unvisited links of nodes to node stack, until reaching end node (thus a path is obtained) or a dead node, pop an unvisited node from node stack, and go on searching until node stack is empty, which means RCC is complete, or path number reaches certain maximal number, which means the program has to end abnormally.
Data structures related to algorithm is explained below:
Node: containing program text corresponding to a node. Each node has two links. If it has two successors, the left link points to the successor of true branch, the right one to that of false branch. Else, if it has only one successor, the left link works, by default. Otherwise, both links are set null. 
Extraction of DCC
There is some practical difficulty in implementing DCC strictly. It is not so easy to find such a minimal set that has least paths, because such a set is possibly multiple, and in case of combination exploding, it is impossible to find a minimal set because RCC is not even obtained correctly. Also, in practical test, minimal path number usually does not mean the best test effect. In fact, users expect from DCC to get a good test quality with relatively small path set. Then, in the system, we just try to find first satisfying path set as DCC. Thus, the algorithm of DCC is described as following: we first count the number of the conditions in the program, supposed is n, and add a coverage array to each path to record covering results of different branches. Also, we initialize a balance array to record covering status in current DCC. Of course, the size of coverage array and balance array is both 2 n, since a condition has a true branch and a false branch, altogether. Initially the value of item in both arrays is 0. At certain time, if certain branch of a condition is covered, the corresponding item will be set 1. In the beginning, the coverage array of each path in RCC is assigned according to its coverage of all the branches. Pick a path from RCC one by one, compare it to balance array by "eXclusive OR" operation to get its current covering quality, which is represented as covering degree, number of array items, whose XOR result is 1) and redundant degree, number of array items, whose XOR result is 0), select the path that has the highest covering degree and the lowest redundant degree and add to DCC, then modify the balance array according to current status of DCC. Repeat these operations until all the items of balance array are 1, thus DCC is generated.
The details of the algorithm are as following. 
Conclusion and Further Research

Conclusion Drew from the Experiment
We implemented our system with C ++ Builder 3.0 on PC P100/40M and tested 80 programs, trying to find the relations among path number, nest number, and cyclomatic complexity.
As regards RCC, 12 cases exceed the upper limit (10000 paths), 8 cases have paths more than 1000, 38 cases have paths more than 10, the others have less than 10. But as regards DCC, all the cases have paths less than 10. We suppose that RCC may have a good test quality in most cases, and that DCC can be used to test branches and loops in a program in quick time.
The relations among path number, nest number and cyclomatic complexity is not so simple.
For programs that do not contain loops, path number increases with nest number and cyclomatic complexity. But for programs that contain loops, the relationship is not an increasing function. Path number is more related to the nature of loops. This will be the subject of our further research.
Further Research
As is known from the above study, RCC is based on loop coverage, with an aim to study the transforming procedure of program dynamic semantics through checking whether a certain loop is executed or not and through relative executing order of loops in an executive path. DCC is based on branch coverage, with an aim to study the transforming procedure of program dynamic semantic through checking whether a certain branch is executed or not and relative executing order of branches in an executive path.
This system can help us do some research on special-aimed path extracting techniques. Now we are considering the techniques including following aspects: path set in which specified statements or branches are covered, and path set in which definitions or references of specified variables are covered. In addition, we are also focusing on the following areas.
Analyzing the characteristics of program syntax and semantics embodied in a program executive path, which is one of our primary research interests.
Studying relations between program complexity and path number, to find the delicate determinism of a program's complexity on the path set.
And, a useful research is to get practicing data of relations between path number and latent bugs number of programs. PG-Relief system, developed in cooperation with Fujitsu Company, can find latent bugs in a program. Based on these data, we hope to find statistical relations between them through testing large numbers of programs, thus using it as a useful guide in programming.
Also, we try to test programs from different angles, in different test environments, from which we can study the validation and maturity of program test, hence we will have a deeper understanding of program correctness.
